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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Idle Timeout setting on a FortiGate unit applies to which
of the following?
A. Web filtering overrides.
B. Web browsing
C. Administrator access
D. FTP connections
E. User authentication
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which technology does Data Integration Platform Cloud (OIPC)
use to communicate with your remote agent?
A. HTTP Proxy
B. Secure Shell (SSH)
C. Oracle Identity Cloud
D. SOCKS Proxy Tunnel
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have created the following JSON file to specify a lifecycle
policy for one of your object storage buckets:
How will this policy affect the objects that are stored in the
bucket?
A. Objects with the prefix "LOGS" will be retained for 120 days
and then deleted permanently.
B. The objects with prefix "LOGS" will be deleted 30 days after
creation date.
C. Objects containing the name prefix LOGS will automatically
be migrated from standard Storage to Archive storage 30 days
after the creation date. The objects will be migrated back to
standard Storage 120 days after creation.
D. Objects containing the name prefix LOGS will be
automatically migrated from standard Storage to Archive storage
30 days after the creation date. The objects will be deleted
120 days after creation.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing a Windows Embedded Standard 7 image for a
device. The device does not have sufficient RAM to run a custom
version of WindowsPE. The device has a DVD drive but does not
have USB or networking capability. You need to configure
WindowsPE to run on the device. What should you do?
A. Create a page file that is large enough to include the
WindowsPE image on the hard disk.
B. Use the BCDEdit tool to modify the boot configuration
database so that WindowsPE will
start directly from the DVD .
C. On a target device that has sufficient memory, start
WindowsPE with the Profiling option
enabled. Perform the specific tasks used for maintenance.
Create a new WindowsPE image
by using the profile.
D. Create a second partition on the devices hard disk drive.
Ensure that the partition is large
enough to include the WindowsPE image.
Copy the image to the partition.

Answer: B
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